VOTE UE–14 Years' Gains Are at Stake
Mark Your NLRB Ballot Today Like This

United States of America
National Labor Relations Board

OFFICIAL SEPARATE BALLOT

This ballot is to determine the collective bargaining representative, if any, for the unit in which you are employed. If you spoil this, return it to the Board Agent for a new one.

MARK AN "X" IN THE SQUARE OF YOUR CHOICE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOR LOCAL 723</th>
<th>NEITHER</th>
<th>FOR UE LOCAL 301, UNITED ELECTRICAL, RADIO AND MACHINERY WORKERS OF AMERICA (UE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In marking your ballot as above, be sure you mark the "X" inside the square as shown, and nothing else. Any signature or other writing or marking will VOID the ballot.

GM Workers Tied Down 5 Years for Low Benefits

GM employees are working under a contract that ties them down for low wages. This contract prevents them from fighting for better wages and benefits, leading to low productivity and decreased profits. The company is trying to tie down the workers for five years under the present contract.

Hear Election Returns Tonight at Union Hall

The UE Workers' Club will have an open forum at 9 p.m. tonight at UE Local 301 headquarters for anyone who wants to listen to the election returns. Coffee and doughnuts will be served.

UE Moves on GE Negotiations

A meeting of the Colliers Board of UE locals of UE has been called for Sunday, June 1, in New York City to discuss the national bargaining program. UE has been negotiating with the company over safety, profits sharing, and other issues. The meeting will be attended by UE locals from across the country.
People from the Shops Tell Why UE Local 301 Will Win the GE Election Today

Evelyn Patnode
Bldg. 12, head wire worker
"I'm a UE, I've been a UE all my life. UE has given me a future. If UE goes away, what do I do? I've got a family. I can't take a chance on that. Our families need UE."

John Ciabotti
Bldg. 46, non-mach. machinist
"Our whole shop, we're down in March because of the strike. We've been fighting for a long time. Our job is not safe in the company. They're going to try to get rid of us."

Frank Washington
Bldg. 38, heath encl. worker
"UE has give the workers the right to vote, to have their say. It's a union that fights for the workers."

Allen T. Claypool
Bldg. 11, heath encl. worker
"Our wages are more than a dollar an hour. We have a union that fights for us."

Mrs. Anna Zinser
Bldg. 20, machine worker
"The workers, they're the ones who suffer. We're the ones who have to live with the consequences of the strike."

Henry Frey
Bldg. 11, machinist
"Our union is strong because it's a union that fights for the workers."

Harold Raffens
Bldg. 11, machinist
"The union is the only thing that stands between us and the company."

J. S. Lindsey
Bldg. 11, machinist
"We're out to win the election. We're going to vote for UE."

Louis Craft, Jr.
Bldg. 14, machinist
"We're out to win the election. UE is the only union that fights for the workers."

Joseph Oechino
Bldg. 11, machinist
"The union is the only thing that stands between us and the company."

Louis Brannigan
Bldg. 6, machinist
"We're out to win the election. UE is the only union that fights for the workers."

Gertrude Bruch
Bldg. 6, machinist
"I've been a UE for 10 years. UE is the only union that fights for the workers."

S. J. Kirby
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

William J. Spencer
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

Anthony Caruso
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

Anthony Catugno
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

Louis Famiano
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

J. S. Lindsey
Bldg. 11, machinist
"We're out to win the election. UE is the only union that fights for the workers."

C. F. Auszicker
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

Anderson Williams
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

J. S. Lindsey
Bldg. 11, machinist
"We're out to win the election. UE is the only union that fights for the workers."

James Whyte
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

Louis Di Angelo
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

Walter Bialowski
Bldg. 11, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

Betty Di Nicola
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

Rebecca M. Wilcox
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

John P. Steeple
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

Michael Kulchinsky
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

Martin Maul
Bldg. 6, machinist
"Our union is the only one that fights for the workers."

Vote Right FOR
UE Local 301